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CLASS MEETING TO-NIGHT.

Led by a band of fifteen pieces, the band passed through the Park late last night in a parade from the dormitories in Museum Field. A large and enthusiastic crowd was on hand, and the police were kept busy maintaining order throughout the event.

The band will start its strike in the Triangle at 1 o'clock, and all Sophomore Class will take part in the performance. The program features a series of songs, dances, and skits.

No previous experience is necessary, but all members of the class are urged to attend. The week's work consists of a series of readings, and each member is expected to contribute to the program.

The class meeting to-night will be held in the Museum Field, and all Sophomore Class will take part.

The meeting to-night will be held to discuss various matters relating to the class. The aim of the meeting is to ensure the smooth running of the class, and all members are urged to attend.
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MysteMY neAr soutiion.

Professional Detectives Hat on Trail of Originators of Painting

Compton offers.

Before twenty-four hours have passed the campus police mystery will have been completely cleared up. The Pennsylvania can make this announcement because the courageous, energetic and energetic work of its detectives, Directed by the very capable and capable brains of the members of the board, has been so successful that the Van Vlack has never been recorded in the solution of the most fascinating mystery that the campus police has pursued for the campus for years.

Placed in the Legion Hall and the Holton Club by unknown persons, the cases for two were selected early Thursday morning. Printed in blue letters in each case was the question, "Are you a red or a white?" surrounded by question marks, stands in the center.

Starting a few minutes after the appearance of the placards, many hands of the Pennsylvania before they had worked on the case and day, and now in following a trail that will end within a few years, this case of a laborious, and laborious adventure in the United States to work on the case, it was determined after thorough and thorough search for answers, that the professional detectives were determined to do the work in a professional manner. The key to the case of a laborious, and laborious adventure in the United States to work on the case, it was determined after thorough and thorough search for answers, that the professional detectives were determined to do the work in a professional manner.

Now we are following a trail that will end within a few years, this case of a laborious, and laborious adventure in the United States to work on the case, it was determined after thorough and thorough search for answers, that the professional detectives were determined to do the work in a professional manner.

MANDOULIN club active again.


R. L. Weaver, director of the Glen and Mandolin Clubs, conducted the first rehearsal of the Mandolin Club yesterday at the Alpha Chi Rho house. Many old members of the club have returned to college and will form the nucleus of this year's aggregation. A schedule is being arranged by Graduate Manager, J. R. Hart, Jr., and will be announced soon. Concerts will be given in the campus affairs and at the alumni clubs at Baltimore, Md., New York City and Chicago.

Director Weaver is planning a campus and several Philadelphia concerts to be given in the near future. Although the Musical Clubs are late in forming this season, Rev. Hart pointed out that, as most of the members are experienced, little practice will be necessary to have the club up to its usual standard.

Fencing Team improving.

Chuck Turner's fencing squad has been improving rapidly, and now shows promise of being trained into a championSHIP TEAM. With several veterans back as nucleus around which to form the full and strong team, Turner is greatly pleased. He does, however, believe that there is still more promising material in the University, which would be brought to light. Practice is held daily at 5 o'clock in the fencing room, in the east wing of Wrightman.

Lafayette Trims Lehigh.

Lafayette's basketball team, after twisting the colors of Lehigh five in a lively and brilliant game played here on the former's floor. The final score was 27-17. The second half was the defensive work of both teams was so strong that each team scored but two points. A scoring rally in the latter half of the second period gave Moravian a 17-16 lead.

Army and Navy North to Battle.

That the baseball teams of the Army and Navy academies will meet again later on May 31 has been practically settled. This re-establising the rivalry between the two military institutions which only died out in the last year from the campus because it appears that the Navy has had the better of the diamond contest, while the Navy has a slight advantage on the gridiron.

The "Full-proof" Scart a Tie of Triple Value.

Style—Wear it.

It takes originality, quality and service to bring the same customer back year in and year out for ties.

Pull-Proof Scars at 65c to $3.50.

"Barney" is ahead of the Government— he anticipated "Peace"—and has ready for you everything you need at prices that are very moderate.

**NOTICES**

Dean Committee.—Meeting in Houston Hall, High, at 10 a.m.

Students' Ward.—Counselor Ritter, 212 S. Wirth 24, 29 W.

Phi Kappa Kata.—Meeting in Houston Hall at 6:45 tonight.

Fencing.—Candidates for full and part-time teams report in training group between 5 and 4 today.

Freshman.—Candidates for assistant manager of team report at fencing room between 5 and 6 today.

Pennsylvania.—Montgomery, Blanke, Hopkins and Judt meet in Pennsylvania Hall at 6:45 tonight.

French Play.—Rehearsals to-night in Mandolin Club, at 8 o'clock.

Freshmen.—Candidates for new freshmen report at the same time.

Sphinx Senior Society.—Meeting in Houston Hall at 6:45. All men for basketball season tickets at meeting.

Zeal.—Following non-report in Zeta room at 10:15 for meeting of Dance Committee. Zeta, Bennett, Alexander, Schwartz.

Freshman Musicians.—Meeting in band hall to-day at 1 to-day. Zeta, Phi, Beta, and Alpha Chi Rho in buildings, at 1 to-day.

Basketball Tickets.—All men in fraternity who received basketball tickets today must turn them in to Fraser's Hall.

Wallace, 200 Walnut Street.

Fanon.—Meeting today, in Houston Club, at 1:30.

T. P. P.—Miller, Fairchild, Higginson, Tandy, Thrash, Gravis, Kilb, Brauer, R. C. Powell, Hareon.


Undergraduate Committee.—Meeting in Houston Hall at 7:30 today following representative meeting. W. K. Harper, George Hagan, Marhs Wilson, Edward Schaefer, Charles Duffin, William Tandy, Hardy Hart, Kerie Vitef, J. Tejeloff, Evans, Macintosh.

Mandolin Club.—Meeting here tonight at 10:30. Printed in blue letters in large type, "IHS" and "P." Successors to pasted the oompui on the campus. Including the Provost and members of the faculty. It was with difficulty that the Pennsylvania could persuade the Pennsylvania to delay this program.

It is only now possible to release the news of the presence of the trained detectives on the campus when the Pennsylvania was able to announce it. "Harry Nash, of The Pennsylvania, is being especially watched. A clearing up of the mystery is assured." He anticipated "Peace"—and has ready for you everything you need at prices that are very moderate.

Shirt
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Boy's see
Suits or Over.-oata, 25c. Trousers, 10c.
5 Suits per week
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